
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-5: /ŏŏ/

Spelling Words Review

football

push

understood

wooden

pulled

brook

could

crooked

woolly

bulletin

   would

   shook

bookshelf

goodbye

lookout 

wonderful

bushel

cushion

pudding 

sugar

 

change

weight

basic

Challenge

neighborhood

woodpecker

Answer the questions.

1.  Do you hear the /ŏŏ/ sound in the first syllable or second syllable of the   ______________________

              spelling word, lookout?         

2.  Do you hear the /ŏŏ/ sound in the first, second, or third syllable of the       ______________________

              spelling word, wonderful?            

3.  Which letters make the /ŏŏ/ sound in the spelling word, understood?        ______________________

4.  Which letter makes the /ŏŏ/ sound in the spelling word, cushion?              ______________________
            
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  made out of wool                     _________________________

6.  an announcement, statement, or newsletter                              _________________________

7.  a creamy dessert                                   _________________________

8.  a small stream               _________________________
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    rokocde      ___________________     hint: bent or twisted; not straight  

10.  uhps              ___________________    hint: shove 
 
11.  lebuhs          ___________________     hint: a unit of measurement  

12.  lduco           ___________________     hint:  used to show possibility 
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Name: _________________________________                                            List D-5: /ŏŏ/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

football sugar bookshelf pulled 

wooden goodbye shook would

13.  Mr. Gregor likes to drink his coffee with a teaspoon of  ________________________. 

14.  Iker's grandfather gave him a  ________________________  wolf that he carved by hand. 

15.  A quarterback is a player on a  ________________________  team.         
 

16. At the end of the school day, London's mother picked her up from school and she said

________________________  to her friends.     

17. When Brian  ________________________  the snow globe back and forth, glitter swirled around 

                                inside.   

18. ________________________  you please pass the salt and pepper? 

19. Paige placed her new sketchbook on her  ________________________. 

20. Ms. Eyre  ________________________  the door closed behind her when she entered the room.

Answer the questions.

21.  Is the review word, basic, a verb, adverb, or adjective? ___________________________

22. Is the review word, weight, a noun? ___________________________
               

23. Can the review word, change, be used as both a verb         ___________________________

and a noun? 

24. Do you hear the /ŏŏ/ sound in the first, second, or third ___________________________

syllable of the challenge word, neighborhood?

25. Do you hear the /ŏŏ/ sound in the first, second, or third ___________________________

syllable of the challenge word, woodpecker? 
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-5: /ŏŏ/

Spelling Words Review

football

push

understood

wooden

pulled

brook

could

   crooked

   woolly

   bulletin 

   would

   shook

   bookshelf

goodbye

lookout

wonderful

bushel

cushion

 pudding

 sugar 

change

weight

basic

Challenge

neighborhood

woodpecker

Answer the questions.

1.  Do you hear the /ŏŏ/ sound in the first syllable or second syllable of the   first syllable 

              spelling word, lookout?         

2.  Do you hear the /ŏŏ/ sound in the first, second, or third syllable of the       third syllable

              spelling word, wonderful?            

3.  Which letters make the /ŏŏ/ sound in the spelling word, understood?        oo 

4.  Which letter makes the /ŏŏ/ sound in the spelling word, cushion?              u
            
Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  made out of wool                     woolly

6.  an announcement, statement, or newsletter                              bulletin 

7.  a creamy dessert                                   pudding 

8.  a small stream               brook
                 

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    rokocde      crooked      hint: bent or twisted; not straight  

10.  uhps              push         hint: shove 
 
11.  lebuhs          bushel      hint: a unit of measurement  

12.  lduco           could      hint:  used to show possibility 
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Name: _________________________________                                            List D-5: /ŏŏ/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

football sugar bookshelf pulled 

wooden goodbye shook would

13.  Mr. Gregor likes to drink his coffee with a teaspoon of sugar. 

14.  Iker's grandfather gave him a wooden wolf that he carved by hand. 

15.  A quarterback is a player on a football team.         
 

16. At the end of the school day, London's mother picked her up from school and she said

goodbye to her friends.     

17. When Brian shook the snow globe back and forth, glitter swirled around   

                                inside.   

18. Would you please pass the salt and pepper? 

19. Paige placed her new sketchbook on her bookshelf. 

20. Ms. Eyre pulled the door closed behind her when she entered the room. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Is the review word, basic, a verb, adverb, or adjective? adjective

22. Is the review word, weight, a noun? yes
              

23. Can the review word, change, be used as both a verb         yes

and a noun? 

24. Do you hear the /ŏŏ/ sound in the first, second, or third third syllable

syllable of the challenge word, neighborhood?

25. Do you hear the /ŏŏ/ sound in the first, second, or third first syllable

syllable of the challenge word, woodpecker? 
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